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ABOUT RADICLE CANNABIS
Founded in 2014 in Hamilton, Ontario, Radicle
Cannabis Inc. is a licensed producer operating
under the Cannabis Act with a mission to
become the leader in the craft segment.
Radicle grows in small batches for one simple
reason: it helps us deliver a superior product.
Our premium, craft cannabis is homegrown
in Hamilton, 100% hydroponic and handtrimmed by our proprietary method to ensure
the highest quality of every single plant from
seed to harvest.
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CANNABIS STRAIN | Brunch

Brunch is a sativa-dominant flower hailing from parent strains Clementine and Purple Punch that packs a
fruity, citrusy flavour profile. The buds of this powerful, THC-potent strain are hand-trimmed and hang-dried
to produce dense, bright green nugs that are frosted with crystals and peppered with orange pistils. Brunch is
grown indoors, hydroponically in small batches and offers an airy fruit punch aroma and deep, lemon pungency
that is sweet on the palate. This daytime favourite lends its uplifting qualities to dominant terpenes limonene
and pinene, balanced out by caryophyllene which is also found in cloves and rosemary.

THC 17-22%

|

CBD 0-1%

|

Brunch Bud
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Strain Type: Hybrid

3.5 Gram Jars

Pre-Rolls 3 x 0.5 Grams
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CANNABIS STRAIN | Strawberry Fire OG

Strawberry Fire OG is an indica dominate strain that marries Strawberry Cough and Fire OG. This strain produces
big, deep green buds tinged with strawberry-blonde hairs. Delicately preserved, crystal-coated nugs offer a
sweet yet skunky aroma fueled by their OG lineage. Strawberry Fire OG hits the nose with a sour scent that
mutes into a smooth, berry sweetness. Soaring on a phenomenal phenolic composition, this strain packs a
fresh flavour, candied sweetness and strawberry aftertaste. Uplifting with limonene/myrcene dominance, this
strain is balanced out by its robust terpene profile.

THC 18-23%

|

CBD 0-1%

|

Strawberry Fire OG Bud
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Strain Type: Indica

3.5 Gram Jars

Pre-Rolls 3 x 0.5 Grams
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CANNABIS STRAIN | Dj’s Gold

Produced indoors with care in small batches, DJ’s Gold is an indica/sativa hybrid that packs a golden genetic
profile. This strain provides a rich scent, sweet aroma and distinctly fruity flavour. Inherited from its Blueberry
lineage, the buds of this hydroponically-grown plant are robust and bright green with orange hairs & violet
undertones. DJ’s Gold offers an earthy, bright and floral taste with myrcene/limonene terpene dominance
rounded out by linalool — a terpene also found in lavender. Hang-dried and hand-trimmed for consistency, our
expertly monitored microgrows ensure the quality of every single plant from seed to harvest.

THC 16-21%

|

CBD 0-1%

|

Dj's Gold Bud
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Strain Type: Hybrid

3.5 Gram Jars

Pre-Rolls 3 x 0.5 Grams
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CANNABIS STRAIN | Legendary Orange Apricot

Legendary Orange Apricot is a medium-potency indica/sativa hybrid cross between Legend OG and a strain of
Orange Apricot. Big, deep green buds tinged with short red hairs and frosty trichomes burst with citrusy flavours
and a tangy zest, leaving your palate with an unforgettable taste. This strain is grown hydroponically indoors,
hung to dry and hand-trimmed in small batches to preserve quality. Legendary Orange Apricot offers moodboosting cannabinoids and a robust terpene profile rich in myrcene, limonene and caryophyllene. Aromatic,
earthy and tart with a floral aftertaste, this strain is ideal for daytime or nighttime use.

THC 11-15%

|

CBD 0-1%

|

Legendary Orange Apricot Bud
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Strain Type: Hybrid

3.5 Gram Jars

Pre-Rolls 3 x 0.5 Grams
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www.radiclecannabis.ca

ROOTED IN CHANGE

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL
@radiclecannabis

@radiclecannabis

@radicleca

